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Features:

ON

Smart film is a film that can adjust the light through the state.lt operates mainly 

between the scattered and transparent states.That is, the film itself can change 

between transparent and non-transparent states (the visual effect is similar to 

frosted glass), transparency is regulated by voltage.

Projection Screem
Environmental Protection

Privacy Protection 

Safety Protection 

Size(max):1,8m*50m 

Thickness:0.38mm

SMART FILM
for door and window



SMART FILM
for residence

SMART FILM
for room and hall

Our PDLC film attached on the surface of glass,Which can resist heat 

over 98% UV and over 95% infrared ray. In order to reduce thermal 

radiation, it requires shielding partial infrared ray. While if shielding UV 

can protect indoor furnishings not fade, aging and so on, and protect 

people against the disease by ultraviolet radiation.



SMART GLASS
Application Office

Switchable Privacy Glass is translucent white glazing thatcan be changed,

instantly, into a clear glass window providing easily-controllable, when-you-need-it

privacyand security in both interior and exterior installations.

Features:
Privacy Protection Projection Screem
Safety Protection Environmental Protection

Size(max):2000mm*3660mm in maximum

Thickness:4+4mm,5+5mm,6+6mm,8+8mm,
10+1 Omm(Laminated)

Application:Bathrooms .Shower,Conference rooms,
Clinics .Hospital ( nurseries , ICUS , emergency , operation rooms )
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BULLET PROOF GLASS
Jewelry showcase

Bulletproof glass is a kind of sandwich glass. It is made from float glass and film. According to the 

different thickness of bulletproof glass, It can effectively resist the pistol, submachinegun and rifle gun 

shooting

Features:Professional bulletproof; Strong adhesivity; UV resistant; Sound-proof
Size(max):2200*4900mm in maximum Thickness:>17mm

BULLET PROOF GLASS
Bank and Window

Application:

Jewelry showcase, Insurance system, Bank,Window, Top grade 

village.

Bullet-proof glass corresponding to bulletproof level

Level(china) Gun type Bullet types Bullet speed (m/s)
Distance

(m)
Thickness 

(mm)

F64 64 type 7.62mm hand gun al-core 4.72-4.78g 300-320 5 19

F54 54 type 7.62mm hand gun
steel-core 5.56-

5.69g 420-440 5 21

F79 79 type 7.62mm microsubmachine 
gun

steel-core 5.56-
5.69g

480-515 10 25

F56/AK47 56 type 7.62mm submachine gun
steel-core 7.75-

8.05g 710-725 10 35

FJ79 79 type 7.62mm Sniper rifle
steel-core 9.45-

9.75g 830-870 10 40

F53(armour-
piercing bullet)

53 type 7.62mm Sniper rifle armour-piercing 
bullet 9.45-9.75g

830-870 10 68
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Features:

s

Excellent skid resistance
Anti surface pollution
Consistent acid-etched 

finish
Resistance to 

contamination
Size(max):2440*3660mm
T h i c k n e s s ” 

Omm,12mm,10+1 Om
m,12+12mm,10+10+10mm

Anti-slip glass is one kind of safety new floor material. Interlayer 

technology is widely used in this glass. On the glass surface, there 

is one anti-slip pattern was press by special method,.There are two 

kinds: Permanent anti-slip glass and high-strength anti-slip glass.

ANTI SLIP GLASS
stage and flooring
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3D LASER GLASS
Lamp lighting designs

3d laser engraving glass is a kind of carving glassQalso is the 

practice of using lasers to engrave or marking an object
inside the glass panels.

Features:           Size(max):2440mm*3660mm

Advertising carrier     Thickness:6mm,8mm,10mm,12mm
3D artistic effect

Easy to install

Long life span



Features:
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Insulated glass/hollow glass/double glazing glass is made of 

two or more pieces of glass glazing sheets which might be low 

e or reflective glass or normal float colored glass and use 

sealant gumming and aluminum spacers which was filled with 

desiccant together.

INSULATED GLASS
building.hote and office

Heat insulation

Sound insulation

Away from the condensation

Size(max):4000*2440mm in maximum

Air layer thickness:6mm, 9mm, 12mm 

Common thickness:5+9A+5,5+15A+5, 

5+22A+5,5+27A+5,5+32A+5

INSULATED
GLASS

Application:

Balcony, Railling,

Windows, Doors,
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Electric heated glass is one kind of glass that temperature will go up when power on. It is made of two or more tempered glass 

sheets in which tungsten or transparent electroplating film is embedded into the layer, which can warm the glass when switch 

on. The glass itself has thermistor linked to temperature control system.

ELECTRIC HEATING



SMART MIRROR
Bathroom,Hotel
A smart mirror, also known as a magic mirror, consists of a transparent mirror 

and a screen behind the mirror. Displays the time, weather, calendar, news, 

and social media updates. The magic is created by placing a transparent mirror 

over a screen such as a tablet, monitor, or TV. The

Functions:

Waterproof,Anti-fog

Damp proof,Dustproof 

Infrared ray remote control 

Date,Time,Temperature, 

LED light,Bluetooth

Size:Customized

Body thickness:40mm

TV MIRROR
Public Halls

TV mirror is a kind of mirror combined with TV and controlled by 

remote control. When the TV is on, we can watch it. When the 

TV is off, it is a mirror. In addition, the size and TV size can be 

customized and selected. It is widely used in hotel bathrooms, 

bedrooms, public halls and other places.

Functions:

Mirror + TV(TV can be 

turned off and on )

Size:Customized
Shape:Round, square, customized
Image Resolution:1920(H) x 1080(V)



MAGIC
MIRROR
By embedding display screen, sensor 

and operating system in the traditional 

mirror, magic mirror adds the function of 

mirror display and human mirror 

interaction. With the magic mirror as the 

interaction and information window.

Functions:         Size:customized

Waterproof,Anti-fog

Damp proof,Dustproof

Infrared ray remote control
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Project Usage: Modern Hotel Home 
Decoration Wall Decorative 3D Tunnel 

Mirror

TUNNEL MIRROR
Bathroom,Hotel
Tunnel mirror is a kind of LED bathroom mirror, its characteristic is

that it looks like a space-time tunnel from the outside, with obvious 

three-dimensional sense. It's a very sci-fi bathroom mirror.Blue, red 

and white are the three most common lights. Also, the size and
lighting can be customized.

functions: Size:600*600*40mm (customized)

Infinite Tunnel Mirror Shape:Round, square, oval,

(Lighting+defogging shaped, customized

+magnifier)



ONE WAY MIRROR
GLASS
A two way mirror, also known as a one way mirror,semi transparent mirror glass, is 

reflective from one side and transparent from the other. Two way mirrors are ideal for 

observation, privacy, infinity mirrors, and optical illusions. It is manufactured by
baking the mirror coating on grey tinted glass.

Features:

Energy-saving,Sound control Scratching 

and attrition protection

High reflectivity, Light transmittance 

Minimize the view transmittance

Size(max):2440*3660mm

Thickness:4mm、5mm、6mm、

8mm、 10mm、12mm
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丿 GLASS

Borosilicate glass also called high borosilicate glass.Both high 
borosilicate glass and quartz glass are high temperature resistant 
glass,which can be different shape and size to meet your 
requirement.

Features:
Great heat resistance
Clear and transparent

Size(max):1150*1700mm
Thickness:

Optical surface quality 0.8mm-10mm, 2mm-50mm,customized
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COATED GLA
for door and window

Features:

Waterproof,Anti-fogging

Damp-proof, Dust-proof

Infrared ray remote control

Size(max):3660mm*2440mm
Thickness:3mm-15mm

COLOR: Pink/Gold/Silver/European 

bronze/Green/Black/Dark blue etc

A smart mirror, also known as a magic mirror,

transparent mirror and a screen behind the mirror. Displays

the time, weather, calendar, news, and social media updates.

The magic is created by placing a transparent mirror over a

screen such as a tablet, monitor, or TV. The technology is

combined with voice recognition and touch technology.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC
SHIELDING GLASS
Shielding glass, also known as anti radiation glass, anti information 
leakage glass and anti ultraviolet glass, is a transparent shielding 
material that can block electromagnetic wave through glass, prevent 
electromagnetic radiation.

Features:

Prevent radiation

Prevent information leakage

Reduce noise

Features explosion-proof glass

Size(max):2000*2800mm

Thickness:3+3mm,4+4mm,5+5mm

DIGITAL
PRINTING GLASS
Digital ceramic printing on glass is a technological development

used for the application of imagery, pattern or text to the

surface of flat glass.Like other printing on glass methods, it

uses a form of printmaking.

Application:
Reception

Room,Windows,Hall 

decoration

Size(max):2440*6300mm
Thickness:5+5mm,6+6mm,8+8mm,

10+1 Omm,12+12mm,15+15mm,

6mm-15mm
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Silk glass, also known as sandwich process glass, is 

sandwiched between two pieces of glass into a strong 

and hot and plastic piece of intermediate film or painting 

or silk or customer favorite patterns.

Features:
Durable,safety
Noise reduction

Environmentally-friendly

Size:3660mm*2440mm(can be customized)
Thickness:4+4,5+5,6+6,8+8mm

for office screen
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SILK GLASS
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LED GLASS
for indoor house

Insulated glass/hollow glass/double glazing glass is made of two

or more pieces of glass glazing sheets which might be low e or

reflective glass or normal float colored glass and use sealant

gumming and aluminum spacers which was filled with desiccant

together.

Features:

Novelty, versatility, variety

Invisible wires, aesthetic and practical

Safe, insulative, environmental, Energy-saving, 

UV protection
Size(max):2440*3660mm

Thickness:3mm + LED lights + 3mm,
6mm + LED lights + 6mm,10mm + LED lights + 10 mm



JADE GLASS
Background wal

Jade glass is also a kind of special glass product. 

Its appearance surface effect is divided into 

polishing surface and matte surface, polishing 

surface effect is as smooth as glass surface; matte 

surface, surface reflection effect is diffuse reflection 

type, with anti-skid effect.

Size:1500x1400,3000x1400mm

Thickness:15-30mm

green

High-grade green building materials 

Rich colour, Delicate texture Easy 

to clean,Not easy to scratch High 

temperature resistance

Colors:Pearl white, Amber brown, 

Athens gray, Misty rain hazy, Emerald



GLASS

Hot curved glass is glass of a kind of prestressing force, in order

to improve the strength of the glass use the method of chemistry

or physics normally, form in vitreous surface press stress.

Features: Size(max):2540 mm * 4600 mm

Meet the demand of high 

quality ,The impact 

strength,High safety

Thickness:3mm,4mm,5mm,6mm,
8mm, 10mm, 12mm,15mm, 19mm,22mm
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FIRE RATED
GLASS

Features:

Fire-resistance,T ransparent 

Safety,Easy to install High 

temperature resistance High 

strength
Size(max):3300mm*9500mm

Thickness:2mm-25mm

Fire resistant also called anti-fire glass, which is a new fire

prevention materials. Which used in construction.Having good

light transmission and fire retandant properties. It can hold not

burst withinWOO degrees celsuis flames 84-183 minutes and

thus prevent smoke and flame spread effectively.

minutes, 120 minutes,



TEMPERED GLASS
for residencial building

Tempered or toughened glass is a type of safety glass processed by controlled thermal 

or chemical treatments to increase its strength compared with normal glass. Tempering 

puts the outer surfaces into compression and the interior into tension.

Features:
Professional bulletproof
Strong adhesivity
UV resistant
Sound-proof
Size(max):2200*4900mm in maximum
Thickness:>17mm

ULTRA CLEAR
LOW IRON GLASS
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Toughened glass belongs to safety glass. Tempered 

glass is actually a kind of prestressing glass. In order to 

improve the strength of glass, chemical or physical 

methods are usually used to form compressive stress on 

the surface of glass.

Size(max):2440*3660mm
Thickness:8mm,10mm,12mm,10+10mm,10+10+10mm

Applications:

Housing, Hotel, Restaurant, Shopping mall, 

Commercial building, Bathroom, Doors,
Windows, Partitions, Ceilings, Curtain walls, 

Stairs, Tables



LAMINATED 
GLASS
The laminated glass, also called the 

sandwich glass or sandwiched glass, is 

sandwiched between two or more floatation 

glass to toughen the PVB film, and the 

middle air is discharged as much as 

possible through the pressing machine, and 

then the residual air is dissolved into the film 

by high pressure steam autoclave.
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Features:
Extremely high safety

Uv traviolet screening

Create aesthetic sense

Sound control

Size(max):2440mm*3660mm
Thickness:5mm+5mm, 6mm+6mm,

8mm+8mm, lOmm+IOmm, 12mm+l2mm
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FUSED GLASS
for partition

Hot melt glass also says crystal stereo art glass or say melt 

mold (Ssgging) glass.Hot-melt glass belongs to glass hot 

processing technology, that is, the plate glass melting, sagging 

into the mold forming;Hot melt glass with its unique decorative 

effect has become the focus of design units, glass processing 

owners, decorative decoration owners.
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TIFFANY GLASS
for church

Cathedral glass can be chromatic design of the glass, fog face hazy

glass, clear get rid of the glass arbitrary combination, reuse metal

wire try to space, reasonable collocation "creativity", present different

aesthetic feeling, more intoxicated.
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